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August 10, 2022
 
 
Sharon Scantlebury
Arizona Department of Water Resources (DWR)
 
Please include this email and its attachments in the official record of the Arizona Department of Water Resources (DWR) hearing to be held on Wednesday, August 10, 2022, at 1110 W.
Washington, Suite 310, Phoenix, AZ 85007 (Conference Room 3175A) and online (beginning at 1:00 p.m.) at https://azwater.webex.com/azwater/j.php?MTID=
mb1e60303e73cf87cf8f65a5b2b840c3c     The hearing is for the draft Phoenix Active Management plan found at https://new.azwater.gov/sites/default/files/media/
DraftPhxAMA5MP.pdf   Due to the risk of unfavorable readability issues from email formatting, I am attaching a PDF copy of this email as the FIRST ATTACHMENT.                              
 

Purpose of these comments, questions, and requests.
 

1A.      This email and its attachments present some of my concerns from state regulation of a water well (in the City of Chandler) that my wife and I have owned a 1/26th interest in since buying
our ranchette (large homesite with SRP irrigation and AG-1 zoning) in 1978.  Initially there were 26 ranchette homesites, with the individual owners of each lot sharing joint ownership of the
well.  This well is still the primary source of domestic water for our home and the homes of other ranchette owners—well co-owners in the neighborhood.  I buy bottled water for human
consumption (in food or drink) due partly to the undesirable taste of the groundwater.
 
1B.      This email is not a joint submittal and was not reviewed by anyone but me.  I speak only for myself, and perhaps my wife, in this matter.  I believe I am expressing, in good faith, matters
of personal belief about genuine issues of public concern.  My comments, whether written or verbal, should not be interpreted as claiming or even implying malfeasance on the part of anyone. 
My primary complaints about state regulation of our well assume that unnecessarily vague laws invite unreasonable and detrimental environmental management that always needs to be
corrected. 
 

Federal Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), Community Water System (CWS),  Public Water System (PWS), and ombuds@azoca.gov.
 

2A.      I am also filing this email and attachments with the Arizona Ombudsman-Citizens’ Aide office for hopeful resolution of critical well management issues regarding both DWR and the
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), since both agencies regulate the neighborhood co-owned well as a CWS as initially defined by the federal Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA) of 1974, which was clearly a regulation of Interstate Commerce by Congress.  The proposed Act apparently passed only the U.S. House and Senate Commerce Committees to become
law.1 
1   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safe_Drinking_Water_Act   
 
2B.      Under 42 U.S.C. §300f(4) of the SDWA, the term "public water system" (PWS) means a system for the provision to the public of water for human consumption (i.e., as food or drink

for humans) through pipes or other constructed conveyances, if such system has at least fifteen service connections or regularly serves at least twenty-five individuals. 1  In short, it’s the
local water utility or water company.  Under 42 U.S.C. §300f(15) of SDWA, the term "community water system" (CWS) means a public water system that—(A) serves at least 15 service
connections used by year-round residents of the area served by the system; or (B) regularly serves at least 25 year-round residents.  In addition, the CWS is required by 42 U.S.C. §300g—3(c)
(4) to annually provide each customer with a Consumer Confidence Report (CCR) to disclose the quality of the water that customer received for human consumption (as food or drink) over the

prior year.  A “consumer” purchases goods and services for personal use. 2
1   http://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title42/chapter6A/subchapter12&edition=prelim
2   https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/consumer  
 
2C.      The same federal PWS—CWS definitions were adopted by state statute for the DEQ and the DWR.  Otherwise DEQ could not have obtained “Primacy” from the federal “Environmental
Protection Agency” (EPA) to enforce state PWS—CWS programs under general EPA supervision.   This was a “win-win” for EPA that thereby avoided the costs of its own PWS-CWS
enforcement, except on Native American reservations where DEQ had no legal jurisdiction, without paying DEQ anything for its services.  The “dark side” of DEQ Primacy (and EPA supervision)
was that the DEQ cut its enforcement costs by subdelegating its PWS-CWS enforcement in Maricopa and Pima Counties (where well over half of state residents reside) and allowed Maricopa
and Pima Counties to collect PWS-CWS permit fees, thereby making regulated well owners in those Counties “second-class” citizens of the State and nation.  Regulated wells in Arizona outside
of these two counties were not charged the same enforcement fees by EPA or DEQ. 
 
2D.      Initially DEQ turned our co-owned well over to County SDWA enforcement by fee, and I truly believe we were erroneously exploited financially by this.  After I informed DEQ that the
Legislature had enacted an Administrative Bill of Rights that made state and local governments liable for attorney and court costs for fees imposed without clear statutory authority, DEQ
withdrew its PWS-CWS delegation to Maricopa County for our co-owned neighborhood well effective 12/13/2018 but indicated a willingness to restore that delegation later.1  Since then, only
DEQ, with no permit fees, has been involved in our well SDWA management.  However, DEQ’s existing delegation agreement with Maricopa County (#ADEQ16—128212) does not, as far as I
can tell, identify the specific state statutory authority for County SDWA enforcement permits and fees. 2   See pages 2 and 3 and the County Attorney and Arizona Assistant Attorney General
certifications of compliance with state law at page 43.  The County still posts a $300 permit fee for the smallest sized CWS. 3
1   https://static.azdeq.gov/legal/da_term_letter.pdf   
2   https://static.azdeq.gov/legal/delegation_maricopa.pdf      
3   https://www.maricopa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/5500/Chapter-1---General-Provisions-PDF?bidId=    
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Lack of Legal Authority to Operate a genuine CWS.
 

3A.      Even with neighborhood redevelopment we still have 15 homes, occupied year-round by at least 25 people dependent upon well water, even though they may only use bottled water for
preparing human food and drink.  For nearly 40 years DEQ has “regulated” the well as a CWS that it now calls “Alma Ranchettes” (a legal fiction), and designated as PWS AZ0407286.  DWR
calls the well “Alma Ranchettes Well Owners,” another legal fiction, operating under Water Right 56-002153.0000, which I applied for on behalf of all the well co-owners as owners of that
water right.  Maricopa County still calls the well “Alma Ranchette Co-op.” But none of these named entities have any legal reality.  Of necessity the well must be operated by its individual co-
owners, but there is such poor coordination of effort that I have given notice (see SECOND ATTACHMENT) that no co-owner is my agent and I do not accept any liability for any well
management decision that I did not have an opportunity to review and approve in writing before the decision was made.  Each ranchette owner is responsible for the safety of the water
consumed on their own ranchette.  I deny that I can be forced to accept the liability of operating a commercial PWS-CWS in order to lawfully take and use water from a well I co-own pursuant to
a water right that I also co-own.
 
3B.      Years ago the County prosecuted me in a Justice of the Peace Court for “operating a PWS without a County permit.”   A County inspector testified that he knew I was “operating a well
because he heard my pumps running.”  A superior court judge found that the County had no evidence to sustain a misdemeanor conviction, and the County never came back for more of that. 
Yet when the County failed (for five years) to send notices to pay its annual permit fee, it wanted to require us to bring the well “up to code” because that was what the County did to restaurant
owners that did not renew annually, even when a restaurant went out of business for a limited period of time.  We could never have afforded the cost of essentially rebuilding the well.  Anyone
who has never had to deal with a regulator that survives financially on permit fees has little preparation for all that can go wrong.  I think too many of the County sanitarians are restaurant and
food, pet store, day care center, etc. inspectors who are not sufficiently familiar with well operations. 
 
3C.      A few years ago we developed a nitrate problem in our groundwater.  Nitrate is a drinking water contaminate that can also be found in sewage treatment plant effluent and can be fatal for
infants.   SDWA is suppose to protect the groundwater source water for PWS-CWS venders of drinking water; even the ground injection of “clean” water can cause problems if it displaces
“contaminated” water in a way that is harmful to people drinking from wells. 1  There are thousands of wells throughout Arizona connected to less than 15 homes occupied by less than 25
people, and such well water is virtually never tested.  I believe our nitrate pollution is coming from two city sewer treatment /injection plants that are each about 2 miles from our well in different
directions.  See THIRD ATTACHMENT.    
1   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safe_Drinking_Water_Act   
 
3D.      So if our well is really a PWS-CWS, why isn’t DEQ and EPA protecting our water source?  DEQ hired an engineer to design a new city water line down our alley that all homes could
connect to, but then failed to provide the anticipated funding to build it, and the city refused to pay for all remaining costs.  I think it is wrong to require us to pay to fix a contamination problem
that I think was caused by the city sewage plants.
 

So what do I want from DWR and DEQ?
 

4A.      I want to dialogue with DWR and DEQ and other well co-owners to know ahead of time what DWR and DEQ are communicating to any other well co-owner.  I understand DWR and DEQ
have scheduled “water meetings” with SRP, CAP, the County and municipalities.  I want to have written and authoritative answers to my questions; information I can rely on.  Virtually everyone
has cell phones and internet devices to communicate with.  I do not want DWR or DEQ requirements that force well operators to pretend to be operating a water utility business with financial
liability for the unknown decisions and actions of others in reaction to requests by any regulator. 
 
Respectfully,
 
Moe Wakefield
 
 
 

3 attachments

Attachment AA.pdf 
97K

3Page.DWR.REP.032922.pdf 
3026K

GregCarlson.PE.pdf 
1656K
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August 10, 2022 
 
 
Sharon Scantlebury 
Arizona Department of Water Resources (DWR) 
 
Please include this email and its attachments in the official record of the Arizona Department of Water Resources (DWR) hearing to be held on 
Wednesday, August 10, 2022, at 1110 W. Washington, Suite 310, Phoenix, AZ 85007 (Conference Room 3175A) and online (beginning at 1:00 p.m.) 
at https://azwater.webex.com/azwater/j.php?MTID=mb1e60303e73cf87cf8f65a5b2b840c3c     The hearing is for the draft Phoenix Active 
Management plan found at https://new.azwater.gov/sites/default/files/media/DraftPhxAMA5MP.pdf   Due to the risk of unfavorable readability 
issues from email formatting, I am attaching a PDF copy of this email as the FIRST ATTACHMENT.                               
 

Purpose of these comments, questions, and requests. 
 

1A. This email and its attachments present some of my concerns from state regulation of a water well (in the City of Chandler) that my wife and I 
have owned a 1/26th interest in since buying our ranchette (large homesite with SRP irrigation and AG-1 zoning) in 1978.  Initially there were 26 
ranchette homesites, with the individual owners of each lot sharing joint ownership of the well.  This well is still the primary source of domestic water 
for our home and the homes of other ranchette owners—well co-owners in the neighborhood.  I buy bottled water for human consumption (in food or 
drink) due partly to the undesirable taste of the groundwater. 
 
1B. This email is not a joint submittal and was not reviewed by anyone but me.  I speak only for myself, and perhaps my wife, in this matter.  I 
believe I am expressing, in good faith, matters of personal belief about genuine issues of public concern.  My comments, whether written or verbal, 
should not be interpreted as claiming or even implying malfeasance on the part of anyone.  My primary complaints about state regulation of our well 
assume that unnecessarily vague laws invite unreasonable and detrimental environmental management that always needs to be corrected.   
 

Federal Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), Community Water System (CWS),  Public Water System (PWS), and ombuds@azoca.gov. 
 

2A. I am also filing this email and attachments with the Arizona Ombudsman-Citizens’ Aide office for hopeful resolution of critical well 
management issues regarding both DWR and the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), since both agencies regulate the neighborhood 
co-owned well as a CWS as initially defined by the federal Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) of 1974, which was clearly a regulation of Interstate 
Commerce by Congress.  The proposed Act apparently passed only the U.S. House and Senate Commerce Committees to become law.1   
1   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safe_Drinking_Water_Act    
 
2B. Under 42 U.S.C. §300f(4) of the SDWA, the term "public water system" (PWS) means a system for the provision to the public of water for 
human consumption (i.e., as food or drink for humans) through pipes or other constructed conveyances, if such system has at least fifteen service 
connections or regularly serves at least twenty-five individuals. 1  In short, it’s the local water utility or water company.  Under 42 U.S.C. §300f(15) 
of SDWA, the term "community water system" (CWS) means a public water system that—(A) serves at least 15 service connections used by year-
round residents of the area served by the system; or (B) regularly serves at least 25 year-round residents.  In addition, the CWS is required by 42 
U.S.C. §300g—3(c)(4) to annually provide each customer with a Consumer Confidence Report (CCR) to disclose the quality of the water that customer 
received for human consumption (as food or drink) over the prior year.  A “consumer” purchases goods and services for personal use. 2 
1   http://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title42/chapter6A/subchapter12&edition=prelim  
2   https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/consumer   
 
2C. The same federal PWS—CWS definitions were adopted by state statute for the DEQ and the DWR.  Otherwise DEQ could not have obtained 
“Primacy” from the federal “Environmental Protection Agency” (EPA) to enforce state PWS—CWS programs under general EPA supervision.   This 
was a “win-win” for EPA that thereby avoided the costs of its own PWS-CWS enforcement, except on Native American reservations where DEQ had 
no legal jurisdiction, without paying DEQ anything for its services.  The “dark side” of DEQ Primacy (and EPA supervision) was that the DEQ cut its 
enforcement costs by subdelegating its PWS-CWS enforcement in Maricopa and Pima Counties (where well over half of state residents reside) and 
allowed Maricopa and Pima Counties to collect PWS-CWS permit fees, thereby making regulated well owners in those Counties “second-class” citizens 
of the State and nation.  Regulated wells in Arizona outside of these two counties were not charged the same enforcement fees by EPA or DEQ.   
 
2D. Initially DEQ turned our co-owned well over to County SDWA enforcement by fee, and I truly believe we were erroneously exploited financially 
by this.  After I informed DEQ that the Legislature had enacted an Administrative Bill of Rights that made state and local governments liable for attorney 
and court costs for fees imposed without clear statutory authority, DEQ withdrew its PWS-CWS delegation to Maricopa County for our co-owned 
neighborhood well effective 12/13/2018 but indicated a willingness to restore that delegation later.1  Since then, only DEQ, with no permit fees, has 
been involved in our well SDWA management.  However, DEQ’s existing delegation agreement with Maricopa County (#ADEQ16—128212) does not, 
as far as I can tell, identify the specific state statutory authority for County SDWA enforcement permits and fees. 2   See pages 2 and 3 and the County 
Attorney and Arizona Assistant Attorney General certifications of compliance with state law at page 43.  The County still posts a $300 permit fee for 
the smallest sized CWS. 3 
1   https://static.azdeq.gov/legal/da_term_letter.pdf    
2   https://static.azdeq.gov/legal/delegation_maricopa.pdf       
3   https://www.maricopa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/5500/Chapter-1---General-Provisions-PDF?bidId=     
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Lack of Legal Authority to Operate a genuine CWS. 
 

3A. Even with neighborhood redevelopment we still have 15 homes, occupied year-round by at least 25 people dependent upon well water, even 
though they may only use bottled water for preparing human food and drink.  For nearly 40 years DEQ has “regulated” the well as a CWS that it now 
calls “Alma Ranchettes” (a legal fiction), and designated as PWS AZ0407286.  DWR calls the well “Alma Ranchettes Well Owners,” another legal 
fiction, operating under Water Right 56-002153.0000, which I applied for on behalf of all the well co-owners as owners of that water right.  Maricopa 
County still calls the well “Alma Ranchette Co-op.” But none of these named entities have any legal reality.  Of necessity the well must be operated 
by its individual co-owners, but there is such poor coordination of effort that I have given notice (see SECOND ATTACHMENT) that no co-owner is my 
agent and I do not accept any liability for any well management decision that I did not have an opportunity to review and approve in writing before the 
decision was made.  Each ranchette owner is responsible for the safety of the water consumed on their own ranchette.  I deny that I can be forced to 
accept the liability of operating a commercial PWS-CWS in order to lawfully take and use water from a well I co-own pursuant to a water right that I 
also co-own.  
 
3B. Years ago the County prosecuted me in a Justice of a Peace Court for “operating a PWS without a County permit.”   A County inspector testified 
that he knew I was “operating a well because he heard my pumps running.”  A superior court judge found that the County had no evidence to sustain 
a misdemeanor conviction, and the County never came back for more of that.  Yet when the County failed (for five years) to send notices to pay its 
annual permit fee, it wanted to punish our well co-owners by requiring them to bring the well “up to code” because that was what the County did to 
restaurant owners that did not renew annually, even when a restaurant went out of business for a limited period of time.  We could never have afforded 
the cost of essentially rebuilding the well.  Anyone who has never had to deal with a regulator that survives financially on permit fees has little preparation 
for all that can go wrong.  I think too many of the County sanitarians are restaurant and food, pet store, day care center, etc. inspectors who are not 
sufficiently familiar with well operations.   
 
3C. A few years ago we developed a nitrate problem in our groundwater.  Nitrate is a drinking water contaminate that can also be found in sewage 
treatment plant effluent and can be fatal for infants.   SDWA is suppose to protect the groundwater source water for PWS-CWS venders of drinking 
water; even the ground injection of “clean” water can cause problems if it displaces “contaminated” water in a way that is harmful to people drinking 
from wells. 1  There are thousands of wells throughout Arizona connected to less than 15 homes occupied by less than 25 people, and such well water 
is virtually never tested.  I believe our nitrate pollution is coming from two city sewer treatment /injection plants that are each about 2 miles from our 
well in different directions.  See THIRD ATTACHMENT.     
1   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safe_Drinking_Water_Act    
 
3D. So if our well is really a PWS-CWS, why isn’t DEQ and EPA protecting our water source?  DEQ hired an engineer to design a new city water 
line down our alley that all homes could connect to, but then failed to provide the anticipated funding to build it, and the city refused to pay for all 
remaining costs.  I think it is wrong to require us to pay to fix a contamination problem that I think was caused by the city sewage plants. 
 

So what do I want from DWR and DEQ? 
 

4A. I want to dialogue with DWR and DEQ and other well co-owners to know ahead of time what DWR and DEQ are communicating to any other 
well co-owner.  I understand DWR and DEQ have scheduled “water meetings” with SRP, CAP, the County and municipalities.  I want to have written 
and authoritative answers to my questions; information I can rely on.  Virtually everyone has cell phones and internet devices to communicate with.  I 
do not want DWR or DEQ requirements that force well operators to pretend to be operating a water utility business with financial liability for the unknown 
decisions and actions of other in reaction to requests by any regulator.   
 
Respectfully, 
 
Moe Wakefield 
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MOE WAKEFIELD
797 W. Germann Road, Chandler, AZ 85286

Telephone. 480-899-0446

Page 1 of 3

March29,2022

Clint Chandler, Assistant Director
Arizona Department of Water Resources (DWR)

P.O. Box 36020
Phoenix, AZ 85067

Re 2022 DWR annual water report & $40.95 fee for 12.60 acre-feet (AF) of groundwater pumped with 28,953 billed kilowatt hours (kWh) of SRP electricity in
calendar year 2021 and used by the co-owners of DWR's assigned well Water Right 56-002153.0000 as domestic water on no more than 1 5 occupied AG-1

zoned homesites. The PDF attachment contains a copy of all three filed reporting documents for 2022.

Greetings Mr. Chandler:

Water Right 56-002153.0000 is co-owned by the co-owners of our neighborhood well.

A. I thank DWR for the opportunity to email this report (as three attachments) to eam@azwater.qov. and to pay the annual fee with my personal credit card
and emailed receipt. I file this report for myself as a "co-owner" of Water Right 56-002153.0000 and the well covered by this water right. DWR regulates the
well under the assumption that "Alma Ranchettes Well Owners" ovms and/or manages the well. The Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
regulates the well under the assumption that it is owned and/or operated by "Alma Ranchettes," and the County assumes the well is owned and/or operated
by "Alma Ranchettes Co-Op.' But these three names are legal fictions with no ownership or management authority over the well. I filed the original application
for Water Right 56-002153.0000 for the purpose of securing individual m-ownership of that water right by each co-owner of the well.

B. The well and Water Right 56-002153.0000 are co-owned and managed by the AG-1 ranchette owners connected to the well. I know of no other well co-
owner ever attempting to be involved in well operating matters. I have given repeated written (email) notice to well co-owners of the neighborhood ranchettes
zoned AG-1 and connected to the well that my wife and I have designated no one as our legal agent(s) to manage our legal rights in the well, which includes
any water right allowing the well to operate. We expect, of necessity, to participate in well-management decision making and we deny liability for any well-
management decision we had no opportunity to participate in making and to approve of in writing before that decision or management practice was put into

operation. The well co-owners most involved in well management decisions do not deny receipt of my notices.

C. I am filing this report and paying its fees at my expense because DWR does not allow all Water Right 56-002153.0000 oumers to file their own individual
report and fee payment even though they are oolleotively penalized for late payment if the only co-owner receiving all DWR notifications fails to timely file a
report and fee payment. DWR should allow all individual co-owners to notify DWR of their ownership interest in Water Right 56-002153.0000, and send such
persons the same report and planning notifications and reminders (including emails) that it now sends onty to me. Well co-owners never picked me to be their
agent with DWR, yet DWR gives them no chance to protect themselves against penalties I could cause them. Any DWR notice to one should be sent to all.

Declining groundwater used for residential& AG-1 purposes.

D. Continuing city spot rezoning/redevelopment of our AG-1 neighborhood has reduced the number of homes dependent upon well water for their domestic
water supply. Of the 15 homes counted for this report, I believe that one of them was not continuously inhabited in 2021 and was offered for sale as part of
"acreage" in 2021 . These I 5 homes did not include another home that has not been occupied for about 30 years and is intended for demolition and rebuilding.
Another "non-counted" home (on an AG-1 ranchette) already uses only oity water and is also connected to the city sewer system.

E. A feed-lot operation to raise beef cattle for sale appears to have been significantly reduced in 2021 and terminated by the end of that year. So, the use of well
water for stock watering, especially in the hot summer, has notably decreased but we have no water meters to measure any ranchette water use.

F. Well reliability concems caused the Department of Environmental auality (DEQ) to fund the engineering design of a city water line down the alley to.
1) provide a dependable drinking water supply for the AG-1 neighborhood ranchettes and thereby end any community water system well regulation by DEQ

and DWR and: 2) also support the ongoing city redevelopment of the ranchette homesites in our neighborhood.

G. The currently operating well pump for 22 years is likely consuming excess energy prior to failing, as a local electrician told me that electrical motors
eventually all do. I also do not understand why the reported rust holes in the well casing do not allow enough water to escape and force the well pump to work
longer/harder to pump the needed water volume. Again, we cannot measure the amount o{ water received by each welUwater right cr-owner.

No service area update.

H. City rezoning allows new homes to be built on former AG-1 ranchettes. New homes are always oonnected to city water and DWR should get city maps
that show seryice-area changes. AG-1 Ranchette owners should not be expected to duplicate tasks that the city water utilig already must perform and can
do befter and faster than we can. I also deny that our well meets the definition of a Community Water System as intended by the federal Safe Drinking Water
Act as adopted by the state. However, this can become a moot issue when continued rezoning reduces the number of ranchette homes and occupants below
the jurisdictional threshold used by DWR, like when enough existing AG-1 ranchette homes get connected to city water.

M
Well Co-owner and co-owner of
Water Right 56-0021 53.0000



ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, 1110 W. WASHINGTON ST. SUITE 310, PHOENIX, M 85007

ANNUAL WATER WITHDRAWAL AND USE REPORT
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lf any of the information preprinted on this report is incorrect, please make the necessary changes.

From Box 11. Schedule A attaeheC

Gomplete if filing after March 31. NOTE: A portion of a month after
March 31 is counted as a full month.

lfffi* $ 3.2s = $ 40"?5

[--6--l A.RE-FEEr

belief, true, correct and complete.

ACRE. FEET X Withdrawal Fee =

1) Enter number of months late

(Maximum of 6)

2) Calculate Late Report Fee

($25.00 X number of months late)

3) Calculate Late Payment Fee

(10 % X number of months late X
withdrawal fee calculated in Part I

above)

From Box 22 Schedule D attached

Total from Schedule E attached

l--D-_-l A.RE-FEEr
Add amounts from Parts I and lV

$1U.

Mail or hand deliver this repoft, together with the appropriate schedules, worksheets and fees to the Arizona
Department of Water Resources. lf mailed, the report must be mailed to P,O. Box 36020 Phoenix, AZ. 85067 and
postmarked no later than March 31,2022. lf hand delivered, the report must be received by the Deparlment's Annual
Reports & Planning Section no later than 5:00 PM on March 31,2022.

REPORTS FILED AFTER MARCH 31,2022 ARE SUBJECT TO LATE FEES (A.R.S. S 45-632)AND PAYMENT OF
PREVIOUSLY WAIVED MONETARY PENALTIES ASSOCIATED WTH PRIOR GROUNDWATER CODE
VIOLATIONS.

I hereby ceftify, under penalty of perjury, that the information contained in this report is, to the best of my knowledge and
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TITLE DATE

PRINITED NAME TELEPHONE NUMBER EMAIL ADDRESS

$

$

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

I Nore:rurs RrpoRr musr ge rttro rvEN rF No wATER wAS DELTvERED eURSUANTTo rHrs RrcHT. j

PART II WATER DELIVERED TO OTHER RIGHTS

PART III WATER RECEIVED FROM OTHER RIGHTS

V TOTAL FEES DUE



fr

WORKSHEET W-l GROUNDWATER RIGHT/PERMIT/ SG{O21E3.OOOO2421
I%aE

PO\AIER CO. NAME I ACCOUNT NO. IPO\AERMETER NO.

T RIVER PROJECT

CoNSUMPTIoN IUNITS

28,?E3 ltUl.
Enter total Acre-feet
Shown ,n EI in one of
Columns 5-9 of Schedule A

ENTER'Y" OR "N" IN COLUMN 5 OF SCHEDULE A

l!-l rorer tru

,ACRE.FEET

loN oRovERHAULDATE ?E:1>6R7.GD 6ygpHAUL lN

WATER TOTALIZING METER READINGS

s I rNrrAL s I ENDTNG I 7 I DTFFERENcE

75936600 3O,045,9m 4,lo7r 3oo Qo,L

ffi, INDI9,TBEGINNING AND ENDING

READTNG FoR EACH NIETER rN THE soxes eeqf

fd-] AcRE
I_J FEET t2. 60 ll enenxooum

_J ESTIMATE

& 1m LOCATION

USES OTHER THAN THE

IF METER WAS REPLACED DURING THE

READING FOR EACH METER IN THE BOXES

Enter total Acre-feet
Shown in h6'l in one of

DWR WELL REGISTMTION NO

INSTALLATION OR OVERHAUL DATE

USES OTHER THAN THE

ENTER "Y" OR "N" IN

DURING THE YEAR, INDICATE BEGINNING AND

EACH METER IN THE BOXES ABOVE.

in re] iii bhe of
ns 5-9 of Schedule A

ENTER "Y" OR "N" IN COLUMN 5 OF SCHEDULE A

IF METER REPLACED DURING THE YEAR, INDICATE BEGINNING AND

READING FOR METER IN THE BOXES ABOVE.

Enter total A

Shown in @ in
Columns 5-9 of Sc

Ys No

PUMP? t] tl
IN COLUMN 5 OF SCHEDULE A

rE BEGINNING AND ENDING

fr *.. .*.*oy METER .ERVE usES orHER THAN rHE \AGLL puMp ? "fr E

Ysu








